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Key Points

• Efforts underway internationally to create 
consistent definition and measure ending 
homelessness.

• Currently no consensus in Canada on an approach 
to measuring an end to homelessness. 

• US (USICH, HUD, VA) and Canada (COH, CAEH) 
colleagues beginning conversations on a common 
conceptual framework for defining an end to 
homelessness.

• Working Paper launched to help shape our 
national direction and next steps. 

• Consultations with Lived Experience, 
communities, gov’t over past year to revise 
proposed approach. 

• Revisions on FZ definitions & next steps. 



Why does a common definition matter?

What gets measured gets done. 

What gets measured and fed back gets done well. 

What gets rewarded gets repeated.

• Articulates what the system aims to achieve.

• Drives continuous quality & performance.

• Informs investment decisions, system gap analysis, policy change.

• Promotes service integration across systems.

• Articulates the values we apply to this work. 



Why does a common definition matter?

• Demonstrate progress in a way that resonates with public, service 

participants, decision-makers, service sector.

• Helps address concern and skepticism about “what it really means 

to end homelessness” 



Consultation Feedback

General Survey = 116 responses. 

Lived Experience Survey = 42 responses

Town Halls = 43 participants 

Written Responses (Wellington Youth Focus Group, Gov’t of Ontario)
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Consultation Key Themes
General support for FZ definition, with notable tensions around implementation, ethical 

dilemmas, boundaries & accountability.

• Reframing how we present Functional Zero: Tension from lived experience and 
some survey respondents re: selling short with FZ when we should be working 
towards Absolute Zero. 

• Clarifying accountability for achieving aspects of Functional Zero: concern that 
service providers/CE can’t change systems, thus can’t be held accountable to 
Systems measures. 

• Support for implementation: levels of readiness to implement FZ varied and 
concern for support on interpreting locally was expressed. 

• Boundaries of the definition: some felt we shouldn’t include Lived Experience voice 
as a dimension and only look at LoS in shelter and moves into housing 
(supply/demand); others strongly supported lived experience perspective. 

• Population Focus: Some felt we should limit to absolute/chronic while others 
thought it should include at risk/hidden populations. 

• Local flexibility: general support for guidance on criteria, but strong push for 
flexibility in local implementation given priorities and contexts differ greatly 
nationally. 



“Because I worry that it takes pressure off of us to 
achieve absolute zero homelessness with all of its 
complexities. When we think of what systems do to end 
homelessness for individuals and families, "Functional 
Zero" might describe the best that a community has to 
offer. However, when I think of homeless people I've 
met, I don't believe that coming up with a 'backup' 
definition is a moral or ethical way of measuring the 
end of homelessness. If we can't provide hope that an 
absolute end is possible across Canada, then how can 
we maintain hope within our programs, and when we 
are talking to clients and patients who need it?”

Survey Participant 



The table shows 
how ready 

respondents felt 
that their 

community was to 
adapt the 

Functional Zero 
definition.
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“Potentially host an event that can bring together the 
homeless-serving sector in Toronto to walk through 
what functional zero means for the city and the non-
profit sector. Go through the measurements/ 
baselines/standards and talk about the transition to a 
city where emergency services are no longer the 
primary response to homelessness. 

Provide materials, tools and resources to people, 
including a guide for how to strive toward functional 
zero as a shelter/non-profit/community.”

Survey Participant 



Proposed Key Dimensions of Absolute/Functional Zero



FUNCTIONAL ZERO ABSOLUTE ZERO Dimensions

Functional Zero end to homelessness 

means that communities have a 

systematic response in place that 

ensures homelessness is prevented 

whenever possible or is otherwise a 

rare, brief, and non-recurring 

experience. 

Absolute Zero refers to a 

true end to homelessness, 

where everyone has access 

to supports and housing so 

that no-one becomes 

homeless in the first place. 

1. Lived Experience

2. Homeless-Serving 

System

3. Public Systems 

Rather than opposite concepts, Functional Zero describes progress towards 

Absolute Zero end to homelessness.

Absolute/Functional Zero Short Definitions 



Functional Zero Indicators  Absolute Zero Indicators    Verification 

Sources 
Indicators of Progress towards Outcome Indicators of Outcome 

Achievement  

Examples.

Total number of unsheltered persons and 

emergency sheltered is consistently decreasing 

year-over-year towards 0. 

The total number of homeless 

persons will be zero at any 

point-in-time. 

System/program-

level data analysis 

(HIFIS, PIT Count, 

HMIS, 

program/system 

evaluations)

System of care site 

visits

Stakeholder 

consultations

Service standards 

assessments

Length of stay in emergency shelter/unsheltered is 

less than 10 days for anyone during course of the 

year. This performance is improved/maintained 

year-over-year. 

Number moving into permanent housing is greater 

than or equal to number entering homeless-serving 

system any given month. This performance is 

improved/maintained year-over-year.

All persons experiencing 

housing instability have ready 

access to the right housing and 

supports they need in major life 

areas (housing, life skills, family 

conflict, violence, social 

networks and relationships, 

drug and alcohol use, physical 

health, emotional and mental 

health), so that they do not 

experience housing instability in 

the first place. 

All unsheltered persons in a community are engaged 

with services and have been offered low-barrier 

shelter and housing at least every two weeks. This 

performance is improved/maintained year-over-

year.



Moving Forward

• Include a short definition.

• Refine for Indigenous communities. 

• Develop communication material for general public, visuals, etc. 

• Outline data sources for criteria – Develop a Data Framework for 
implementation – this should be tailored for government vs. communities. 

• Develop consistent data collection tools to support definition (ie. client 
surveys, system analysis templates, etc.)

• Tweak criteria/benchmarks to allow for flexible local implementation.  

• Continue knowledge dissemination to support endorsement and 
implementation in community – talks, community workshops, etc. 

• Seek endorsement from communities/gov’t to align work nationally. 

• Translate into French. 
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